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A scathing critique of Mexican economic policies by World Bank director Barber Conable appeared
in the Nov. 4 edition of the Mexican business newspaper EL FINANCIERO. Conable's critique
was focused on the government's economic stabilization plan implemented in the 1983-85 period.
According to the World Bank official, because Mexico has lost the confidence of the international
financial community, its access to loan monies has been restricted. In contrast to statements by
Mexican officials, Conable insisted that the abrupt decline in oil prices merely aggravated a crisis
caused by indisciplined spending, inadequate structural transformations, and contradictory
economic policy decisions. An example of contradictory policymaking mentioned by Conable
was the Mexican attempt to expand foreign trade. However, because protectionist policies
were kept in place, inflation accelerated and macro economic objectives fell by the wayside. EL
FINANCIERO pointed out that based on the Conable's analysis of Mexican policies, President
Miguel de la Madrid's administration agreed to sign a letter of intent for the World Bank as well
as the International Monetary Fund (IMF) in July this year. Conable's principal condition for the
reopening of financial resources for Mexico was the dismantling of protectionist barriers.
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